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In a Montessori environment, careful intention is put toward the purpose of each activity--the 

layering of concepts and skills are masterfully woven into the simplest of lessons. 

  

Table Scrubbing   

Direct purpose:  Concentration, Control of movement, Sequencing 

Indirect Purpose:  Care of the environment, Preparation for writing  

  

And then we observe.  How does the child engage with the material?  Is there 

concentration?  Coordination? Joy? Memory of sequence? Attention to detail? Delight? Gross motor 

control? Fine motor control? Interest?  Understanding?  

  

One of the most valuable tools for a Montessori teacher is observation.  In an environment designed 

to support progress in all areas of a child's development, the teacher carefully observes how each 

child moves, interacts, chooses, engages, connects, processes and retains information. Based on the 

data gathered, the teacher then crafts a plan for each individual student. 

  

As parents, many of you have already had the wonderful opportunity to observe your child in the 

classroom, and some of you still have this time to look forward to in the coming days.  This glimpse 

into classroom life often allows parents the chance to see their child from a new perspective.  How 

does my child interact in/with the world when I'm not by his or her side?  

  

Parents and teachers rely on one another for the valuable insight that the other may provide.  What 

child do we see at school; and, is this the same child who kisses your cheek at night?  Together we 

share the responsibility of nurturing the life of a human being. 

  

We conference and discuss how to "team up" … and make plans… and find answers… and share 

stories.  This sacred meeting time is filled with reflection, contemplation, sharing, understanding, 

promise and trust.  We discuss certain patterns in your child's development that begin to reveal 

character, strength, skill and potential.  These thoughtful and intentional partnerships become critical 

fuel for each child's growth and success. At the Parent Teacher Conferences next Thursday and 

Friday, we look forward to the opportunity to discuss your observation and celebrate your child with 

you! 

  



We hope to see many of you at our annual Fall Clean Up tomorrow morning from 9-11:30 am. Please 

bring your rakes and tools!  Following this wonderful outdoor event, we invite you to join us in the 

gym at 11:30 am for an inspiring musical performance by The Harvard Krokodiloes. 

  

Warmly, 

  

Ashley and the Toddler/Primary Team 

 


